EIT DIGITAL INTERNATIONAL SECURITY SYMPOSIUM 2016

Matchmaking
Contact to set-up matchmaking meetings:
Pierre SERVEL +33 (0)6 88 46 60 73

During the event, you will have the opportunity
to meet startups specialised in cybersecurity
via:
 formal pitches
 informal meetings during the breaks
 our B2B platform that will give you the
chance for one-to-one meeetings to make
the right connections and develop your
business:
www.b2match.eu/ECWbusinessmeetings

The list hereunder presents a panel of startups
participating to the event and the matchmaking
meetings.
Visit our B2B platfrom to view full list of
participating businesses.

Startups specialised in cybersecurity supported by
the EIT Digital Accelerator

SecludIT
SECLUDIT provides a risk management solution for businesses,
integrators andproviders to safeguard their infrastructure, data,
e-commerce sites at a time when people are shifting towards
dematerialisation and the Cloud.
Website: http://secludit.com

@SecludIT

Mynigma
MYNIGMA is an automatic data encryption app designed to protect
users’ messages. It uses an advanced communication platform
allowing people to send encrypted messages via a user-friendly
interface.

Website: www.mynigma.org

@Mynigma

Origone
ORIGONE offers an integrated and military-grade cybersecurity
solution which anticipates potential threats and protects the entire
IT infrastructure stack (mail gateways, desktops, tablets, mobiles)
of businesses.
Website: origone.fr

@origoneltd

Woleet
The Woleet platform creates time-stamped (and optionally
signed) proofs of existence of data. These proofs are cheap, valid
worldwide, durable, unfalsifiable and require no trusted third party.
Use cases are multiple: IP protection, document certification,
contract signing, IoT data time-stamping, and much more.
Website: woleet.io (in french only)

@woleet
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Other startups and entities specialised in cybersecurity

Sekoia (InThreat)
Sekoia develops cybersecurity solutions for the specific needs of
Finance, Defense and Healthcare organisations.
Website: www.sekoia.fr

@sekoia_fr

Shadline
Shadline is a highly secure solution for sharing confidential information
within business communities. Shadline has already attracted its first
customers (defense, banking, transportation…), and is now looking for
European partners. It is preparing a fundraising operation (June 2017).
Website: www.shadline.com

@ContactShadline

Rubycat Labs
Rubycat-Labs is a software publisher in digital security specialised in IT
traceability and access control. Its software is designed to strengthen
the organised safety policy by including traceability and privileged
users’ control.
Website: www.rubycat-labs.com

@rubycat_labs

Taler
Taler Systems S.A. is building the secure next generation C2B online
payment system. Taler provides unprecedented privacy for customers,
accountability for businesses and speed, security and usability for all
participants. Taler is designed for Web payments, and is based on free
software and open standards just like the Web. Taler is an official GNU
package with technology developed by TU Munich and Inria.
Website: taler.net

@taler

B<>Com
B<>Com is an Institute of Research and Technology, Networks
& Security Domain. B-Com’s demonstration will show a Firewall
application based on SDN framework.
Website: b-com.com/en

@IRT_BCom

Plug in labs
Plug in labs Ouest is a web service listing the scientific and technological
skills of all research units in Brittany. The online tool connects research
and innovation stakeholders. The main objective is to increase
partnerships between public research and industry.
Website: www.pluginlabs-ouest.fr

@plugnlabs
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